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Chapterr  3 

Thee Wavelet Transform 

Inn this chapter we study a transform that analyses signals in time/space and scale, the wavelet 
transform.. In the first section we introduce the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) on 
LL22(M(Mnn),), particularly on L2(R). Definitions and properties of this transform are given. Fur-
thermore,, we discuss a group theoretical approach for the CWT. In the second section we 
considerr the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). After an introduction by means of a sampled 
CWT,, we consider its relation with the concepts of Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) and filter 
bankk theory. A fast algorithm to compute the DWT and its use on discrete-time functions in 
Z2(Z)) are discussed. 

Thiss chapter is mainly based on existing literature on the Wavelet transform [23, 45, 51, 55, 
59,, 62] and its relation to filter banks by means of an MRA [16, 43, 60, 94]. Therefore, we 
willl  refer several times to the existing literature throughout this chapter. However, we also 
addd some new ideas. 

3.11 The Continuous Wavelet Transform 

Thee CWT of ƒ € L2(M) is a linear operator defined by 

HV[ƒ](<*,, 6) = - ^ ƒ f(x)4> ^-J  ̂ dx, (3.1) 

forr some if) € L2(R) and o € Sl+ and b € R. By introducing the dilation operator 7>a on 
LL22{M){M)  by 

vv'' mx)mx) = 7®f®'  (3-2) 
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forr some o € R we can write (3.1) also as 

W*[/](<i,* )) = (/,7ï2>.tf) , (3.3) 

withh Tb the shift operator as introduced in (2.12). Using this notation we prove that W^[/] is 
continuouss on H for all ƒ € L2(R), with H = R+ x R. 

Lemmaa 3.1.1 )%,[ƒ] is continuous on H for all ƒ G L2{R). 

Proof f 
Usingg the notation Vo.t = TbT>aip, with V e L2(R), we prove this lemma in two parts. 
Firstt we give a proof for continuous functions tp with compact support and next for arbitrary 
ipip 6 L2(R). Assume V' € I-compC^)»tnen ^ is uniformly continuous. So 

||0o,6-^a',fc'||22 -  0, (a,6)-> (a',&')-

Now,, choose e > 0 and take p 6 L2(,R) such that \\g - ip\\ < e/3, with xf) continuous and 
compactlyy supported. Then 

\\9a,b\\9a,b - 9a>,V l b = \\9a,b ~ *i>a,b + *Pa,b ~ Vfe',6' + 1pa',b' - 9a',b' \\2 

<< llffa.6 - ll>a,bh + Ha,b ~ Tpa',b'h + \\ga>,b> ~ 4>a>,b'\\2 

Too establish the proof, we take (a, b) - (a', b') small such that \\ipa,b - ipa',b' lb < e/3.

Furthermore,, from (3.3) we obtain by Schwarz's inequality 

|V^[/](a,6)|<||/|| 2.|M|22 VaG«+V66jR, 

whichh yields W$f 6 L°°{M), for all ƒ € L2(R). Later on we shall show that under certain 
conditionss on V, WV : L2(R) -  L2(M,a~2dbda) is an isometry up to a constant that 
dependss on ip. Here L2(JH,a~2dbda) denotes the space of all Euclidean square integrable 
functionss on L2{H) with respect to the measure a~2dbda. Besides, by Parseval's theorem 
wee can write (3.3) in terms of the Fourier transforms of ƒ and ip 

WWKM )) = {Tf,TTbD<rf) 

==  y/a f f(uj)ip(au)eibw dw. (3.4) 

R R 

AA third way to write (3.1) is given by means of a convolution product. Take V>(x) = ip(-x), 
then n 

W*[/](«,& )) = ( / * ^ ) ( 6 ) . (3.5) 
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Figuree 3.1: Two admissible wavelets: a) the Haar wavelet, b) the Mexican hat. 

Thee CWT can be generalized into a transform on L2(Rn) by replacing the scalar a by a 
non-singularr matrix A £ Mnxn and the scalar 6 by a vector b £ Mn, i.e., 

W*[s](A,b)W*[s](A,b) = * , , „  f s(x)ï>(A-i(x-b))dx. 
V|det(A)|| J 

Inn the literature mostly A = al is taken, see e.g. [23, 59]. For this choice, properties for 
thee multi-dimensional CWT can be proved in a rather straightforward way using properties 
off  the one-dimensional CWT. Murenzi followed a different approach in [66]. He introduced 
aa multi-dimensional CWT based on a dilation operator that involves a non-singular matrix 
AA £ Mnxn, translations in Mn and a rotation operator. Also properties of this CWT resemble 
thee properties we will deduce for the one dimensional CWT in the sequel of this chapter. 

Definitionn 3.1.2 A function ip £ L2(M) which satisfies the admissibility condition 

$(awy$(awy2 2 

o<a o<a == 2 v r | h K ^ -da-da < oo, (3.6) ) 

forfor almost allw € M is called an (admissible) wavelet. 

Notee that all V 6 L2(R) are admissible wavelets if tp ^ 0, tp differentiate in 0 and 
VKO)) = 0. Furthermore, the set of admissible wavelets is dense in L2(R), which is not 
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veryy hard to prove, see e.g. [59], 

Wee introduce two functions that satisfy the admissibility condition, namely the Haar wavelet 
andd the Mexican hat. 

Examplee 3.1.3 The Haar wavelet is defined by 

ff  1, a ;6 [0 , l /2 ), 

V(* )) = < - 1 , x€ [1/2,1), (3.7) 
(( 0, otherwise. 

Thee Haar wavelet is depicted in Figure 3.1.a. Later we will see that the Haar wavelet is 

admissible,, since it is compactly supported and / tp(x) dx = 0. These two conditions are 

sufficientt to guarantee that ip is admissible. However, here we show that the Haar wavelet is 
ann admissible wavelet by computing 

( 1/22 i \ 

00 1/2 / 
andd so 

\tp(auj)\\tp(auj)\22 _ \l + e~iau - 2e" i ow /2|2 _ \e~iauf2f  \eiaw/4 - e" iaw/4|4 

aa o3u?2 a3u»2 

sin4(aü;/4) ) 
== 16 «-J—-. 

Integratingg by parts yields 
Nu/A Nu/A 

sin4(x) ) 
N-foo N-foo 

0 0 
JVw/4 4 

22 sin(2x) — sin(4x) 

CUU = lim / =—dx 

== lim 
—— sin \x) 

JV-K»» 2 x 2 

/ / 

1/44 ƒ 

] ] 

I I .... sin(4a:) — 2 sin(2x 
== lim 

++ lim 1/4 / —'—̂  —-dx 

Nw/i Nw/i 

N-+oo N-+oo 
0 0 

N-*x>N-*x>  4x 

Nu/Nu/**  ,. f cos(2x) - cos(4x) _, 
++ lim / —-—'— -—-dx 

—— " - " 0 

JVw/44 NLJ/2 

== li m I ƒ " < ? * > ~ 1 dx - ƒ C0S(4I) "  * dx 
JV-+00 0 

== lir a Ci{Nu/4) - ln(JVw/4) - Ci{Nu)/2) + \n(Nu>/2) = In 2, 
JV-K » » 
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(b)) x-axis 

Figuree 3.2: The CWT using the Haar wavelet: a) a contour plot of yV^[f](a, b) with i/> the 
Haarr wavelet, b) the original signal ƒ. 

wheree Ci denotes the cosine integral, see [95]. 

Wee used the Haar wavelet to compute the CWT of the function ƒ as given in (2.18). In 
Figuree 3.2.a the contour plot of this CWT is depicted. In this plot maxima of W$[f] can be 
observedd around scale a = 80 for b e [1,2] and around scale a = 20 for b € [2,3]. This 
differencee in scaling behaviour is due to the difference in frequency at the corresponding 
intervalss x e [1,2] and x € [2,3]. Note that the frequency of ƒ increases by a factor of 4 
goingg from one interval to the other and that the scale corresponds to reciprocal values in 
frequency.. Finally, we observe that the energy is also spread outside the interval b € [1,3]. 
Moreover,, energy is spread more widely for increasing scales, which is due to the convolution 
productt (3.5). 

Examplee 3.1.4 The Mexican hat ip is denned by 

1>(x)1>(x) = - ^ « - " / a - (1 - x2)e-** /2. (3.8) 

Thee Mexican hat is depicted in Figure 3.1.b. Since T\f']{u) = iuf(u) and 

I'I'  e-**l 2e-ix"du=e-"*l\ 
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Figuree 3.3: The CWT using the Mexican hat: a) a contour plot of W^[/](a, b) with tp the 
Mexicann hat, b) the original signal ƒ. 

wee get ip(u}) = —j=u>2e~" '2. So 

CipCip = 27T f ^~^-da = ƒ a V e - *2 " 2 da = 1/2 ƒ ye-" dy = 1/2. 

Alsoo with the Mexican hat we have computed the CWT of ƒ, as defined in (2.18). A contour 
plott of this CWT is shown in Figure 3.3.a. As in Figure 3.2.a maxima of ^ [ / ] can be 
observed.. However, here maxima are located around scale a = 20 for b E [1,2] and around 
scalee a = 5 for b £ [2,3]. The difference in scaling behaviour compared to the CWT using 
thee Haar wavelet is due to a difference in frequency behaviour of both wavelets. It can be 
seenn in Figure 3.1 that frequencies of the Haar wavelet that contain most energy are located 
aroundd frequencies that are about 4 times higher than the corresponding frequencies of the 
Mexicann hat. 

Too understand the admissibility condition we give some necessary and sufficient conditions 
onn if) such that it is a wavelet. A necessary condition on ip £ L1(J2) n L2{M) such that 
itt satisfies (3.6) can be derived by applying Lemma 2.1.2 on C^. Since ip € Ll{M) this 
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theoremm yields 4> G C(R), particularly \j) is continuous in 0, which yields with (3.6) 

fil>(x)dxfil>(x)dx = ip(Q)=0. 

R R 

AA sufficient condition on tp € L1 (R) n L2(R) such that it is a wavelet is given by 

fip(x)dxfip(x)dx = 0 and f \xf\if>(x)\dx < oo, (3.9) 

R R 

forr I > 1/2. A proof of this result can be found in e.g. [59]. From this sufficiënt condition 
itt follows immediately that a compactly supported if) 6 L2(R) is a wavelet if and only if 

// ij){x)dx = 0, since / Ixl'lVKz)! ^ < oo, for / > 0 if ^ is compactly supported. For 

RR R 
moree sufficient conditions on V such that it satisfies the admissibility condition the reader 
mayy consult [23, 45, 55]. 

Thee following theorem shows that for admissible tp, W  ̂ : L2(R) -> L2(SI, a~2dbda) is an 
isometryy up to the constanty/C .̂ 

Theoremm 3.1.5 Let f € L2(R) and let tp G L2{R) be an admissible wavelet. Then 

JJ \f(x)\2 dx = 1/C* ƒ |W,[/](a, 6)|2 db ^ . (3.10) 
RR Mi 

Proof f 
Fromm (3.5) we get 

l^[/](a,&)| 22 = K/*2?aVi)(&)|2. 

Wee integrate both the left-hand side and the right-hand side of this relation over M and apply 
Plancherel'ss formula (2.7) on the right-hand side. Now, we arrive cf. [55] at 

ƒƒ IHWKa,6)|2db  ̂ = 2TT ƒ |ƒMlVMI 2da; ^ \f[u)\'mau)\'du \f[u)\'mau)\'du 

itit  R 

So o 

RR \ R+ I 

==  Cv , | | /M|2da; = Cv>||/||
2, 

RR R \ R+ 
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usingg Fubini 's theorem and Plancherel 's formula. D 

Relationn (3.10) can be seen as Plancherel's formula for the CWT. As a result of this relation 
wee get 

ƒƒ G L2{R) =>  W^f G L2(H, a~2dbda), 

forr any if) for which C  ̂ < oo. Moreover, by polarization, (3.10) yields immediately Parse-
val'ss formula for the CWT 

Jf(x)gjx)dxJf(x)gjx)dx = J - ƒ Wi,[f](a,b)WM(a,b)db~, (3.11) 
HH H 

forr ƒ, g G L2 (R), if >̂ is admissible. Formula (3.11) gives 

Jf(x)gjx)dxJf(x)gjx)dx = ^ | w v , [ / ] ( a , & ) | l / v ^ ^ ) ^ ( ^ f r ) dxdb£, 

RR \ H / 

forr all g G L2(R). This proves the following formal reconstruction theorem. 

Theoremm 3.1.6 Let f G I 2 (52) and let tp G £2(£2) be an admissible wavelet. Then 

f(x)f(x) = l/C* J W+\f\(a,b)il> (X^) MJ^' weakly in L2(M). (3.12) 
ti ti 

Relationn (3.12) should be interpreted by means of the first identity derived above before The-
oremm 3.1.6. A stronger result holds for ƒ G Ll{R) n L2(R) and ƒ G L 1 ^ ) . With these 
assumptionss on ƒ it can be proved, see e.g. [55], that (3.12) holds pointwise. Furthermore, 
underr these assumptions, for each x G JR, both the inner integral (over ft) and the outer inte-
grall  (over a) are necessarily absolutely convergent, while the double integral in (3.12) is not t 
necessarilyy absolutely convergent. Note that f(x) is well-defined for all x G R, since ƒ is 
continuouss due to Lemma 2.1.2. 

Wee have shown that W^ maps all ƒ G L2(R) into some W^/ G L2(H,a~2dbda). More-
over,, we have shown that we can reconstruct ƒ from )%, ƒ, if rp is an admissible wavelet. 
Howeverr the range of W ,̂, Ran(W )̂ is only a subset of L2(JH, a~2dbda). To characterize 
Ran(PV)̂) for admissible wavelets if) we derive from (3.11) using Fubini's theorem 

w**  [ƒ](<*, 6) = (/,rb2?aV) 
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^ / / ^ K ^ ( ^ H ^ ) ^ ^ C$y/a C$y/a 
HH  « 

/

du du 
*V,(a,, 6;«, v)WV[/](u , v) dv ^ , 

withh Aty (a, 6; u, u) = (TvT>uijj,Tb'Da'i}})/C^  the reproducing kernel. Remark, that 

fc^(o,6;u,u)fc^(o,6;u,u) = Wt/tlTbVaipKu^v). 

Therefore,, /ty(a, b; u,v) € L2(H,u~2dvdu), for all (a, 6) G £T. A necessary condition on 
/ii  € L2(H, a~2dbda) such that it is in Ran(Wv>) is given by 

fc^,(a,fc^,(a, 6; u, v)h(u, v) dv - ^ . (3.13) 

Notee that h is continuous on .fff by Lemma 3.1.1. Therefore (3.13) is well defined. 

Moreover,, it can be shown [51], that (3.13) is also a sufficient condition on h to be in 
Ran(W^).. Resuming, 

Ran(WV)) = {he L2(H,a~2dbda) \ h(a,b) = f k1p{a,b;u,v)h(u,v)dv ^ } . 

Obviously,, Ran(W^,) is closed due to Theorem 3.1.5. Combining this result with Theo-
remm 3.1.5 yields that the transform ƒ *-t W^f/y/C^p is a Hubert space isometry from L2(BVj 
ontoo Ran(W )̂ as given above. 

Wee observe that the results on the reproducing kernel and the range of VV^ as presented here 
aree similar to the results we presented in Section 2.2, where we considered the WFT. 

Inn Chapter 2 we have seen that the WFT and the Wigner distribution are related to the Heisen-
bergg group by means of the Schrödinger representation. Also the CWT is related to a group, 
namelyy the Lie group G, which is identified with M with the multiplication law 

(oi,6i)(o2,&2)) = (aia2,ai&2 + M - (3.14) 

Wee observe that the affine-linear group Gaf identified with R2 with multiplication law 
(3.14)) is isomorphic to Z2 K G. The left and right Haar measures (fit and /XR) of G are 
Borell  measures for which PL(gE) = 1*L(E) and fm(Eg) = HR{E) for all g € G and 
alll  Borel sets E C G. A straightforward calculation yields d/j£,(a, b) = a~2dbda and 
dfiR(a,b)dfiR(a,b) = a~ldbda. 
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Wee introduce a representation of G in U(L2(R)) by 

ir{a,b)=TbDir{a,b)=TbDaa,, V(a,b)eG-

Obviouslyy n is a group homomorphism. Furthermore, it is continuous in the strong operator 
topologyy of U(L2(H)) and 7r(a,6) is unitary for all (a,ö) G G. In this setting a function 
hh G £2 (52) is called an admissible vector if 

(a,b)(a,b)  ̂ (/,7r(o,6)/i)2 G L2(M}fiL) V / 6 L 2 ( R ). (3.15) 

Sincee (ƒ, 7r(a, 6)/i) = Wft[/](a, 6) Theorem 3.1.5 states that h is an admissible vector if and 
onlyy if Ch < oo. We already observed that the set of admissible wavelets is dense in L2{M) 
andd therefore the set of all h G L2(M) that satisfy (3.15) is dense in L2(R) as well. The 
followingg theorem shows that n is irreducible. 

Theoremm 3.1.7 Let IT be the unitary representation ofG in U(L2(M)) by 

7r(o,6)) =TbT>a, V(0,ft)eG. 

ThenThen it is irreducible. 

Proof f 
Wee assume IT is reducible. Then there exists a closed linear subspace V C L2(M), with 
VV # {0}  and V  ̂ L2(M), such that 

Tr(a,b)VTr(a,b)V CV for all (a, 6) G G. 

Thenn there exists non-trivial vectors g G V and ƒ G V1- such that (ƒ, 7r(a, 6)0)2 = 0 for all 
(a,, 6) G G. Now 

imiiC s=(/,7r(a,%)2=0, , 
yieldss ƒ = 0 or g = 0, which is in contradiction with ƒ ^ 0 and g ^ 0. D 

Too conclude, the continuous wavelet transform with a wavelet V> is a unitary irreducible rep-
resentationn of the Lie group G with admissible vector V*. More detailed studies on the wavelet 
transformm and group theory can be found in [38, 39, 66]. 

3.22 The Discrete Wavelet Transform 

Inn the previous section we considered the CWT. We showed that this integral transform is 
ablee to analyse signals both in time/space and scale. Moreover, it turned out that such signals 
cann be recovered from their CWT. In this section we consider the problem of calculating effi-
cientlyy the wavelet transform of a function and reconstructing it efficiently from its transform. 
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AA first approach is to compute the wavelet transform only for a discrete subset L C Jf, e.g. 

LL = { W , n f t o O | n , m e Z }, 

forr some OQ > 1 and &o > 0 and to replace the double integral in (3.12) by a double sum 
overr L. Using such an approach we have to show that the integral can indeed be replaced 
byy a double sum without loss of information. Furthermore, reconstruction of a function 
ƒƒ G L2(JR) by means of this double sum should depend continuously on ƒ. This kind of 
stabilityy is guaranteed if the tuple (ip, OQ, bo) generates a wavelet frame, i.e., 

mjp||/||JJ < J] \WAf)(*M2 < MF\\f\\l, V,€L.(Jl) (3.16) 
(a,b)EL (a,b)EL 

forr some constants TJÏF, M> > 0 called the frame bounds. We observe that if (V', ao, &o) 
generatess a wavelet frame with rriF  = Mp = 1 and if HVII2 = 1 then 

{TnboafVazip{TnboafVazip I n,m e Z}  (3.17) 

iss an orthonormal basis in L2(H) and conversely. In that case we can transform and recon-
structt any ƒ € L2(R) with respect to the lattice L using a transformation called the discrete 
wavelett transform (DWT). This DWT provides an efficient algorithm, that does not need to 
computee yVr/,[f](a, b) for all (a, b) € L by means of inner products. In Section 3.2.2 we will 
discusss this algorithm, called the pyramid algorithm. 

Inn [22] Daubechies has given necessary and sufficient conditions on (t/>, ao,&o) such that 
(3.17)) is a wavelet frame. We summarize some of these conditions in the following theorem. 

Theoremm 3.2.1 Assume that 

1.1. ess, irif £ $ « w ) |a> 0, 

2.. ess sup £ I^W^) ! 2 < 00, 
\w\€[l,a\w\€[l,a00]meZ ]meZ 

3.3. sup (1 + x2Y1+ó^2h(x) < 00, for some 6>Q with 
x€R x€R 

h(x)h(x) = sup 53 rê«w)|rê(aSlw + *)| . 
M€[l,a 0]]  m e Z 

T/renn /Ziereerisls anN > 0 such that 

a.a. (V'JQOJ &o) generates a wavelet frame for rp € L2{M), OQ > 1 a/u/0 < 60 < N, 

b.b. Ve>o3(,oG[jv,jv+£]  : {$,0®,bo) does not generate a wavelet frame. 
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Moreover,Moreover, if(rptao,bo) generates a wavelet frame, then 

mmFF <  C*  < MF. (3.18) 
Zoomao Zoomao 

Proof f 
Cf.. [22]. ü 

Fromm (3.18) it follows immediately that ij>  is an admissible wavelet if (Vs ao, &o) generates a 
wavelett frame or an orthonormal basis in L2{R). A more elegant and fast way to come to 
aa DWT by means of orthonormal wavelet bases in L2(H) is given by the concept of a mul-
tiresolutionn analysis (MRA), which is considered in the sequel of this section. In Chapter 4 
wee shall return to the notion of frames related to MRA. 

3.2.11 Multiresolutio n Analysis in L2(IR) 

Thee concept of an MRA is due to Mallat [60] and Meyer [62] and was originally used as 
aa signal processing tool by means of perfect reconstruction filter banks [43, 95], which is 
discussedd in Section 3.2.2. We start with the definition of an MRA, following [16, 23, 60]. 

Definitionn 3.2.2 An MRA in L2(M) is an increasing sequence of closed subspaces Vj, j G 
Z ,, inL2(R), 

 C V2 C Vi C V0 C K-i C V-2  -, 

suchsuch that 

1.1. [J Vj isdenseinL2(M), 

2.. PI  ^ = {0}, 

3.3. f e Vj <F^ v~lf e Vj-U Vj GZ, 

4.4. 30€£2(fj) : {Tk<j>  | k 6 2}  is an orthonormal basis for VQ, 

withVwithV :=  T>i andT := 71 and<p real-valued. 

Forr a more general concept of an MRA we can replace Condition 4 by 

3^,€L2(fl )) : {Tk<fr  | * € Z}  is a Riesz basis for Vo-

Characterizationss of a Riesz basis are given in [108]. Also the concept of an MRA for 
LL22{R{Rnn)) has been described in the literature thoroughly, see [23, 62]. In Chapter 4 we con-
siderr this general concept of an MRA in a functional analytical setting. Here we stick at 
Definitionn 3.2.2. 
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Byy Definition 3.2.2 an orthonormal basis for Vj, with j G Z fixed, is given by 

{D{D iiTTkk4>4> | k G Z} , 

oncee such function 0 has been found. Such <f>  is called scaling function. Since V is a unitary 
operatorr on L2(R) and Vo is invariant under the action of T, the collection 

{p- xrVV I * € Z} 

iss an orthonormal basis for V-\. As we also have 0 G V_i, we get 

<l>='£<l>='£ //p(k)V-p(k)V-11TTkk<t>,<t>,  (3.19) 
Jtez z 

forr some real-valued p G /2(Z). In Section 3.2.2 we also want p to generate a bounded con-
volutionn operator on Z2(Z). Therefore we require p € ^(Z). Relation (3.19) is referred to as 
scalee relation and p as scale sequence. 

Wee consider again the inclusion Vo C V_i. Obviously we can define a subspace Wo such that 
Woo — VLI/VQ . For a unique definition of Wb, we take W0 - V-IVLVQ-. Using the invariance 
off  the subspaces Vj under the action of the unitary operator 2?-1 we arrive in a natural way at 
thee definition of the closed subspaces W, C L2(R) by putting Wj = Vj-iDV/-. Recursively 
repeatingg the orthonormal decomposition of some VLj into V_j+i and W_j+i yields 

V-jj  = vij+i e W-j+i = v_ j+2 e w_J+2 © w_ J+1 
- J +I I 

==  = v J e ( © w J ) . 

Takingg J — oo and applying Conditions 1 and 2 from Definition 3.2.2 leads to 

0W}=L a(K) . . 
J€Z Z 

Noww assume that we can find a real-valued function ip € V-i , such that {Tkrp \ k € Z}  is an 
orthonormall  basis for W0. Then {Z>JT*^ | fc G Z}  is an orthonormal basis for Wj,j G Z. 
Sincee the subspaces Wj are chosen to be mutually orthogonal, we then have an orthonormal 
basiss in L2(R) given by {VjTkip \j,ke Z} . By (3.18) the function $ is a wavelet and 

{TPTH{TPTH I fee Z} 

iss a wavelet basis for Wj, for fixed j G Z. So, using these wavelet bases we are able to 
decomposee any ƒ G L2(R) into functions at several scales. 
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Sincee the wavelet function ip should be in V_i, there exists also a scale relation for ip 

^^  = ^9(A:)2?-1rV , (3.20) 
Jk€Z Z 

forr some real-valued q G i 2(Z), the scaling sequence for ip. As in (3.19) we will also require 
qq G ^ ( Z ) . By this relation, the problem of finding \p can be replaced by the problem of 
findingg q if <j>,  and therefore also p, is known. A well-known choice [23] for q is given by 

q(k)q(k) = (-l)kp(l-k). (3.21) 

Notee that we have introduced the concept of an MRA for L2(M) to constitute orthonormal 
wavelett bases in L2(JR) by means of dilations and translations. These bases are equal to the 
wavelett frames (3.17) denned on the lattice 

LLdd = { (2 m,n2m) | m,n G Z}  (3.22) 

withh frame boundsmp = Mp = 1 and ||V>||2 = 1-

Ann MRA for L 2(JT') can be defined in a similar way, see e.g. [23, 62]. In Chapter 4 we 
alsoo consider a framework of such an MRA as well as a setting for an MRA which generates 
wavelett bases defined on other lattices than (3.22). 

3.2.22 MRA and Filter  Banks 

Ann MRA can be related to filter banks by looking at a one-level decomposition and recon-
structionn Vj-i = Vj 0 Wj. At the same time this relation yields a scheme to calculate the 
wavelett transform of a function in L2(1R) and to reconstruct it from its transform on La in a 
fastt way. For this decomposition and reconstruction we introduce the orthoprojectors Vj and 
QjQj on Vj and Wj respectively. By definition we have 

VJ-I=VJVJ-I=VJ + QJ, (3.23) 

forr all j G Z. Note that Conditions 1 and 2 from Definition 3.2.2 yield 

and d 

.li mm Vjf = f, (3.24) 

li mm Vjf = 0, (3.25) 
j -»oo o 

forr all ƒ 6 L 2 ( Ü ) . 
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Thee decomposition algorithm: 

Wee assume Vj-if € Vj_i is known for a certain j G Z. Consequently there exists a 
sequencee Cj_i 6 /2(Z) such that 

JbE Z Z 

Moreover,, the sequence Cj_i isgivenbycj-i(fc) = (Xtf_1T*0,7)2. Following decomposi-
tionn (3.23) we have 

?,_!ƒƒ = £ cj(k)Tyrk4> + £ djW&T"  ̂ (3.26) 
fc€2fc€2  JbEZ 

withh the sequence (2j given by 

JfcGZ Z 

Notee that the sequences Cj and d,- can be calculated respectively by Cj(k) — {V*Tk<j>i  ƒ)? 
andand dj(k) = (T>iTkip, f)2- However with the known sequence Cj-\ we can also derive using 
(3.19)) and (3.26) 

r»ez z 

== £ ci _1Mp(n) (2^ -1r r o^2V- 1r 2* + n0)2 
m,n€Z Z 

== E ^ p f c + nMn^KJ^fo- l *#)(*) , (3-27) 
nez z 

withh (cj_i *p)(fc) = ^2 c i - i ( n - fc)p(k)> P(n) = P (- n ) and with ( | 2) the downsam-
*ez z 

plingg operator given by 

(U2)[u])(* )) = «(2*), 

forr all u € J2(Z). In the same manner we get 

djdj = (X2)(cj-x*q). (3.28) 

Soo Cj and dj are obtained from Cj_i by taking c,_i as input for the linear time-invariant 
filterss p and q respectively. After this filtering operation the sequences are downsampled by 
aa factor 2. This can be visualized by means of an analysis part of a two channel filter bank as 
depictedd in Figure 3.4. 
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Cj-l Cj-l 

P P 

Cj-l Cj-l 

Figuree 3.4: A two channel filter bank related to the wavelet filters p and q 

Recursivelyy we get expressions for Cj+n and dj+n for n > 1, namely 

ccj+nj+n  = ((+ 2)Cp)nCj and dj+n = ( | 2)C,((| 2)Cj5)"~
1cJ-, (3.29) 

wheree C„  denotes convolution with u € l1^), i.e. 

Cu[c](n)) = ^2 u(n - fc)c(fc), 

forr all c € £2(Z). In terms of filter banks we can say that Cj+n and dJ +„  are obtained by 
iterativee use of the analysis part of two channel filter bank of Figure 3.4. 

Thee reconstruction algorithm: 

Oncee we have computed a decomposition of Vj-if into Vjf and Qjf by means of the 
coefficientss Cj and dj, we can also recover Cj_i out of Cj and dj in an efficient way. In 
orderr to come to such a reconstruction formula we will represent Vjf and Qjf in terms of 
V^~V^~11TTkk<t>,<t>,  k e TL, the basis functions of Vj-\. For this we introduce for ƒ £ L2(]R) the 
II 22 -sequences 

o„,ra(fc)) = (Pnf,VmT*4>)  and A,,M(* ) = ( Q „ / , Pm r ^ ) 

Sincee T5, ƒ 6 V,-_i, we can write 

Vjf=Y,^,i-i(k)-DVjf=Y,^,i-i(k)-D jj--11TThh<p. <p. 
kez kez 

(3.30) ) 
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Ann expression for a^ j -i is found by taking the inner product with I**" 1 T V in both the 
left-handd side and the right-hand side of this equation. This yields in combination with (3.26) 
andd (3.19) 

aw-i(* )) = (Vjf,V*- 1Tk<f>)2 = Y,cj(n)(&^<i>>&~ 1Tk<f>h 
n€Z n€Z 

== £ cJ(n )p (m) (^ -1r T n + 2>,^ -1r * ^ ) 2 
m,n€Z Z 

== £ C » P <* - 2 n) = ( «t 2)cj) *P)(*) . (3.31) 
nez z 

withh (t 2) the upsampling operator given by 

(T2)[«](* )) = | u (*/ 2)' Jfcmod22 = 0, 
otherwise, , 

forr all u e /2(Z). We observe that ( | 2 ) (| 2) = J and ( | 2)*  = (t 2). In the same manner 
wee have 

tez. tez. 

with h 

A j - ii  = ((t2)d,-)*9. (3.32) 

Soo we derived the reconstruction formula 

Cj-iCj-i  = ajj-i  + 0jtj_i = ((t 2)c>) * p + ((t 2)rfy) * 9. 

Hence,, Cj_i can be recovered from <*j,j-i  and /fyj-i . Here o^-j-i and fe-i can be seen 
ass the output sequences of the linear time-invariant filters p and q respectively with input 
sequencess Cj and dj upsampled by a factor 2. This can be visualized by means of a synthesis 
partt of a two channel filter bank as has been depicted also in Figure 3.4. 

Recursivelyy we get expressions for atj+n,j and 0j+n,j for n > 1, namely 

<*j+n,j<*j+n,j  = (Cp(t 2 ) )nc i + n and 0J+nJ = (Cp(t 2))""1Cf (t 2)e*i+n. (3.33) 

Inn terms of filter banks we can say that cij+nj  and Pj+n,j are obtained by iterative use of 
thee synthesis part of two channel filter bank of Figure 3.4. This recursive approach to obtain 
QQj+n,jj+n,j  a n^ Pj+nj is depicted in Figure 3.5 for n = 2. 

Thee algorithm of decomposing and reconstructing functions by means of filter banks related 
too an MRA is known as the pyramid algorithm. 
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jy@-jy@-

KZH^^HHZHHz z 

K^^^HïKH Z Z 

<D-@-- »j+i i -©-{ -©-{ 

aa3+2,j 3+2,j 

#7+2, , 

#7+lJ J 

Figuree 3.5: Decomposition and reconstruction by means of a filter bank at one resolution 
level l 

3.2.33 Implementation of the DWT and its Use for  I2 (Z) 

AA problem that appears in decomposing a function ƒ e L2(]R) at several scales by means 
off  the pyramid algorithm is that the coefficients Cj should be known in order to compute 
Vj+mf,Vj+mf, m- G W, in a fast way. Computing Cj does not only slow down the algorithm, it can 
alsoo be impossible if only samples of ƒ are given. The last problem appears if ƒ is given by 
discrete-timee measurements. 

Ann approximation of c,- can be given by 

CjCj(k)=f(Vk). (k)=f(Vk). 

Notee that if only measurements of ƒ are available, we can identify these measurements with 
CjCj assuming that the samples are taken from some ƒ G L2{]R) at sampling rate 2J. The 
followingg theorem, which is a generalization of an exercise in [59], shows that this is a good 
approximation,, under certain conditions on ƒ and the scaling function <j>. 

Theoremm 3.2.3 Let f G L2(M) be Holder continuous of order a G (0,1], i.e., 

\f(x)\f(x)  - f(y)\ <C-\x- y\a, Vx,y6«, (3.34) ) 

forfor a constant C > 0 and let Sj (k) = ƒ (2Jfe) for some j G Z. Let the scaling function <f>  be 
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continuouscontinuous in 2 and let tf> satisfy 

'%2<f>(x-k)'%2<f>(x-k) = l a.e. xeR, (3.35) 
*€Z Z 

wherewhere the sum converges absolutely almost everywhere, and 

££ |*n*(*)| < ex. (3.36) 
*€Z Z 

Then Then 
V£>oo 3JGZ V,<j V n€2 \Vj[f}{2in)  - Sj[f]&n)\  < e, 

withwith Sj : L2(JR) -• V)- given by 

* G Z Z 

Proof f 
Forr all j e Z w e can write 

l^[/](s)-^[/](*) || = \VJ\f\(x)-f(x)-SJ{f\(x)-^f(x)\ 

<< \VM*)  - m\ + www - /(«)|. 
Fromm the Holder continuity of ƒ and Jackson's inequality, see e.g. [105], it follows that 

mf-f\\oomf-f\\oo < C SUp II ƒ - 7Ü ƒ Hoo 
0<|A|<2 ' ' 

<< C02
aj -• 0 Ü-+-00) , 

forr some positive constants C and C0. The proof is established by showing that 

fil/K^n)fil/K^n) - ƒ (2>n)l -4 0 Ü - » -00). 

Wee derive 

\Sj[f](2\Sj[f](2 jjn)-f(Vn)\n)-f(Vn)\ = | £ •,(*)*(» - Jb) - Sj{n)\ 
*€Z Z 

*€Z Z 

<< Ei/(2J")-/( 2J'("-*))ii^) i 
*ez z 

<< C#-5>H*(*)|-> oo'->-») . 
*ez z 
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Inn the previous theorem we used two conditions on 0, which might seem strong and a bit 
unfamiliarr as well. However, Condition (3.36) is already satisfied if <f>  is compactly sup
ported,, which is the case for the well-known Daubechies functions [23] and the spline scal
ingg functions, i.e. B-splines [12]. For ^ continuous in Z , sufficiënt conditions on <f>  such that 
Conditionn (3.35) is satisfied are given in the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 3.2.4 Let <j>  G Ll(R) n L2{R) such that {Tk(j>  j k € Z} is an orthonormal set in 

LL22(R)(R) andj>{0) = l/V^. Then 

^2(j>(x-k)^2(j>(x-k) = l a.e. xeR, 

wherewhere the sum converges absolutely almost everywhere. 

Proof f 
Takee g{u) = £ \<j>(u  + 2irl)\2. Thenff is 2n-periodic and Ll. Its Fourier coefficients are 

givenn by 
lez z 

cckk = 1/VSr" fg(u)e-™kdu = l / ^ ^ f m " + M)\2e~"kfa 
oo 'G Zo 

== 1/V2ÏT [\4(u)\2e-™k<fa = l/y/2i;{(f>,T- k<p) = l/^So,k. 

Thiss yields g{uj) = 1/V^ïr for all u> € R, since i is continuous. In particular we have 
g(0)g(0) = l/y/5rr, which leads in combination with <j>(0)  = l/y/Tn to <j>{2-nl)  = 0 for all 
II  € Z \{0} . Now, put h{x) = £ <KX ~ k)- s i n c e ^ e ^(R) this sum converges abso-

lutely.. This means that h is well defined. Furthermore, h is 1-periodic and L1 . Its Fourier 
coefficientss can be computed in the same manner as for g. We get c\ = v/27r^(27rf) = <50,/-
Writingg down the Fourier series of h establishes the proof. D 

Thee property of <j>  as considered in Lemma 3.2.4 is called the partition of the unity. If <f>  is 
alsoo continuous in k e Z , then the preceding lemma gives sufficient conditions on <f>  such 
thatt (3.35) holds. The conditions on $ such that this partition is guaranteed are quite natural. 
Inn fact, Wojtaszczyk showed in [106] that every scaling function </> € Ll(R) n L2{R) of an 
MRAA as defined in Definition 3.2.2 satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3.2.4. Moreover, also 
scalingg functions <f) for which {Tk<f>  \ k 6 Z} is a Riesz basis may satisfy Conditions (3.35) 
andd (3.36). A classical example of such scaling functions (f> are the cardinal B-spline func
tionss [12], which will be discussed briefly in Section 4.5. 
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Startingg with a discrete-time function, obtained from measurements, we would like to get 
aa decomposition at various discrete-time resolution levels instead of a DWT for L2(R). A 
naturall way to obtain such a decomposition is to identify a given a G i2(Z) with a sequence of 
coefficientss Cj for some j G Z. So, we construct a function in L2(Mt) with Uj : f2(Z) -+ V, 
by y 

W J M ( « ) = 2 _ i / 22 £ «wtf2"'* - *)' 
JbGZ Z 

forr all xeR. Note that VjUj = W, and »<*) = («ƒ«, T»Tk<f>). 

AA decomposition of s at level m, denoted by «(m) should satisfy 

Wj« (m)) = Qj+mttjS. 

Itss approximation at level m, denoted by *iJJ should satisfy 

Thesee relations hold if and only if a(m) = ft+mj, «Ê? = a j + m t i and c, = a, with a and 
00 as in (3.33). Combining this result with (3.29) we arrive at the definition of the DWT for 
/2(Z). . 

Definitionn 3.2.5 Letp andq be the scale sequences as given in (3.19) and (3.20). Further-
more,more, letGu = C„(t 2) foru G /X(Z). Thel2-DWTofa sequences G /2(Z) af 5cafem G W 
/ss given by 

ssww = g?-1gqG*q{g;)m-ls. (3.37) 

/tee approximation at scale m G IV « given 6y 

4?? = ̂ (^r s- (3-38) 

Inn the following lemma we come to some useful properties of the f2-DWT, which we already 
mett in the case of the DWT for L2 {H). 

Lemmaa 3.2.6 For s G J2(Z), let a<m) and aip} denote the l2-DWT at level m and its ap-
proximationproximation at level m respectively form G IV. Then 

M M 

Z Z 
m=l l 

1-1- \\s\\l = \\s{
a
M)\\l+  £ Ws^WlforallMZIN, 

2.2. lim ||a<ro)||2 = 0. 
m-+oo o 
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Proof f 
Firstt we observe that Uj is unitary for all j G Z, which yields 

11*1122 = IMB = IIW*iB 
MM M 

==  \\(Pi+M + £ ö;+m)MI2
2 = WVJ+MUJBWI + £ ||Qi+mWi«ll 2 2 

2 2 
m=ll  m = 1 

Aff  A/ 

== iMJPi e + E iM-'n ï = ii4J°Hi + E iis(m,ni-
m=ll  m = l 

Usingg (3.25) we get 

ll«(m)ll ii  = ms^\\l = \\Q^mUjs\\l 
== ll^i+m-iW^lg - \\Vj+mUjS\\

2
2 -*  0 (m -• -oo), 

withh J € Z fixed. 


